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Introduction 

There are a variety of systems in common 
usage today whose performance is affected directly 
by the frequency stability of their internal signal 
source. Examples of these are Doppler radars, data 
communication links, and multi-channel receivers. 
Complete characterization of signal source frequen
cy stability includes short-term phase shift caused by 
both coherent signals and random phenomena ccm-
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manly called phase noise. Detecting and measuring 
phase noise is the subject of this application note. 
This topic will be covered beginning with theory and 
ending with a practical BASIC program listing for 
automatic measurements using the HP 3585A Spec
trum Analyzer and the HP 9845T Desktop Com
puter. An abbreviated program and listing for the HP 
8SA Personal Computer is also included. 
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Chapter 1 
Intu; e UndE Idir 

A brief review of the components of frequency 
stability is helpful in developing a working 
understanding of phase noise. There are three fun
damental elements involved. 

The first, long-term stability, is frequency 
changes which occur over long periods of time. This 
is usually expressed in terms of parts per million of 
frequency change per hour, day, month, or year. It 
represents a reasonably predictable phenomenon 
due to the aging process of the material used in the 
frequency determining element. In quartz oscil
lators, for example, it is the crystal element which 
determines the long-term frequency stability. 

The second, environmentally induced frequen
cy shifts. is comprised of effects related to 
temperature, pressure, and even gravity. Since these 
effects are a stimulus-response phenomenon, they 
are relatively easy to isolate and measure quan
titatively. With proper design, most of these effects 
are secondary in importance. Using the quartz 
oscillator again as an example, it is a common prac
tice to place the crystal in a temperature controlled 
oven to reduce the amount of temperature related 
frequency shifts. 

The third component, short-term frequency 
fluctuations, contains all elements causing frequen
cy or phase changes about the nominal frequency of 
less than a few seconds duration. Determining the 
composition of these fluctuations is the key to 
understanding short-term frequency stability. 
Generally there are two categories of frequency 
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Figure la. RF Sideband Spectrum 
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ftuctuations. The first, deterministic, includes 
discrete signals which can be easily related to known 
phenomena such as power line frequency, vibration 
frequencies, or AC magnetic fields. These com
ponents show up as discrete modulation sidebands 
on the fundamental signal. The second, random 
fluctuations, are best described in terms of a 
statistical distribution. This distribution, commonly 
called phase noise, is usually measured and 
presented as a spectral density plot of the modula
tion sidebands in the frequency domain. The term, 
spectral density, means that the frequency domain 
energy distribution is a continuous function. 
Therefore, the amplitude of the sidebands must be 
expressed in terms of energy within a specified band
width, normally a one hertz bandwidth. Figure 1 a 
shows a typical RF sideband spectrum with both 
deterministic sidebands and noise sidebands. 

It is important to note here that the modulation 
sidebands on the fundamental are directly propor
tional to an equivalent phase modulating source on
ly if two conditions are met. First, sideband energy 
due to amplitude modulation must be much less 
than due to phase modulation and second, the total 
phase deviations must be less than one radian. The 
second condition is another way of saying that the 
higher order sidebands which result from frequency 
modulation must be small in order for the sidebands 
to directly represent the equivalent modulating 
source shown in Figure 1b. Fortunately, this is the 
case for most stable frequency sources. 
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Figure lb. Phase Noise Sideband 
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Chapter 2 

With a basic mental image of phase noise in 
hand, it is appropriate to look at the effects on prac
tical systems. 

Radar systems have been greatly advanced 
since their early years and depend on highly 
sophisticated techniques for increased range and 
resolution. Doppler radars. for example, utilize a 
narrow bandwidth receiver to detect the shifted fre
quency return of a moving target relative to the 
return from the ground. The total power of the 
ground return, called ground clutter. far exceeds the 
power of the target return, thus, the need for the nar
row bandwidth receiver tuned to the target return 
frequency. Phase noise on either the transmitter 
oscillator or the receiver local oscillator can limit 
range resolution and sensitivity. 

In terms of resolution, the receiver bandwidth 
is limited to that which will pass the majority of the 
return frequency energy. Phase noise spreads the 
target energy, thus requiring a wider IF bandwidth. 
Sensitivity is limited by ground clutter energy which 
appears in the receiver IF bandwidth. Excessive 
phase noise effectively smears the clutter energy io
to the receiver IF bandwidth. Requirements for 
phase noise on radar systems will typically be 
-11OdB/Hz referred to the transmitter level and the 
local oscillator level from a few hertz up to several 
hundred kilohertz away from the carrier. See Figure 
2. 
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Phase-modulated data systems are also sen· 
sitive to phase noise which is phase detected along 
with the desired modulation signal. The effect is to 
degrade the bit error rate performance. The max
imum allowable phase noise is usually specified in 
terms of the total equivalent rms degrees of phase 
noise modulation within the data channel band
width. For values of phase noise less than 5 degrees 
rms, the effect on bit error is directly additive to the 
receiver thermal noise. Typical system specifications 
call for equivalent phase noise modulation of less 
than 2 degrees rms from 20kHz to 80MHz from the 
carrier for a 33.5CHz carrier. 

In general, multi-channel communications 
receivers have a problem directly related to phase 
noise on their local oscillators. lO sidebands appear 
on the received signal in the IF at the same ratio as 
they exist on the LOo For example, phase noise 
sidebands 100dB/Hz down from the lO will appear 
100dB/Hz down on the received signal. This presents 
no problem for a single channel receiver since that 
ratio is more than adequate for intelligibility. 
However, in a multi-channel receiver, the sensitivity 
with a strong signal in an adjacent channel is set by 
the level of the phase noise sidebands at an offset 
equal to the channel spacing. Figure 3 shows this 
reJation�hip pictoriillly. 
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Figure 3, Adjacent CNnnel Sensitivity 



hapter 

The mathematical relationship of phase noise 
to frequency stability has been rigorously treated in 
a series of technical notes by the US National 
Bureau of Standards. This chapter presents a brief 
summary of their conclusions. 

An ideal sinewave source can be described by: 

V(t) = V 0 sin 27n1ot 

where V 0 = nominal amplitude 

Vo = nominal frequency 

[n the real world, of course, there are fluctuations in 
both amplitude and frequency which can be 
represented by the following additional terms. 

V(t) � IV 0 + l{tll sin 12!TVot + +ltll 

where (I) = amplitude fluctuations 

+(1)= phase fluctuations 

Long-term amplitude and phase fluctuations 
are best described in terms of time but fluctuations 
with periods of less than a few seconds are easier to 
understand when translated by Fourier expansion in
to the frequency domain. Figure 4 is an example of 
the RF spectral density of a sinewave source show
ing phase noise and discrete AM and PM sideband 
components. Note the unequal levels of the sym
metrically spaced discrete sideband signals. This is a 
good indication that both AM and PM are taking 
place. The AM components can be eliminated and 
the PM sidebands demodulated by phase detecting 
the fundamental signal. The resulting signal when 
viewed in the frequency domain is the spectral den-
sity of the equivalent modulating noise source. A 

S�,(fI � SV,ms
(f) [ ,ad

'] 
Kl Hz 

where Sv (f) = the power spectral density of the 
rms voltage fluctuations out of the 

phase detector 

K = phase detector constant (volts! 
radian) L------------------------f 

This spectral density is particularly useful for 
analysis of phase noise effects on systems which 
have phase sensitive circuits such as digital FM com
munication links. 
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Figure 4. AM and PM Sidebands 



The spectral density of frequency fluctuations 
is also an important quantity and can be easily deriv
ed from the phase spectral density. Since frequency 
is the time rate of change of phase, it follows that 
for �t) being the time function of frequency: 

2rrv(t) � dlf(') + 2""0t) 
d, 

= d, + 2TTVo 
d, 

and v(t) = ..:!... d, + \10 
2n dt 

From transform theory the Fourier expansion of �t) 
is: 

"s) � -'-f(s) 
2, 

and the spectral density is: 

SJf) � 12n1)' S",If) � f'S�If) 
(2n)l l' 

Caution must be taken when using the phase 
noise of sources at different frequencies. 5Jf) is the 
spectral density of absolute frequency fluctuations. 
The measured spectral density of a 10MHz source 
would represent a much greater percentage frequen
cy fluctuation than the same spectral density if 
measured at 100MHz. The answer to this problem is 
the spectral density recommended by the U.5. Na
tional Bureau of Standards as the primary definition 
of frequency stability. The spectral density of frac
tional frequency fluctuations, Sytft is related to fre
quency fluctuations and phase fluctuations by: 

In many cases, however, it is not the spectral 
density of the equivalent modulating source that is 
of interest but rather the actual sideband power of 
phase fluctuations with respect to the carrier level. 
As an expression, this is: 

Power density (one phase modulation 
sideband) 

Carrier Power 

This spectral density, Script mo. is defined as 
the ratio of the power per hertz of bandwidth at a 
frequency f from the carrier in one phase noise side
band to the carrier power. For sideband levels within 
the dynamic range of wave or spectrum analyzers, 
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this quantity can be measured directly at the RF fre
quency with one assumption. The AM components 
must be small compared to the PM components. 
Fortunately, this is the case for most sources of fre
quency standard quality. 

For sources with very low sidebands, it is 
necessary to use phase detection or frequency 
discrimination to effectively eliminate the carrier in 
order to gain measurement range. Here another 
assumption must be made. The phase detected 
spectral density will be equivalent to the actual 
sidebands only if the peak phase fluctuations are 
much less than one radian. In terms of frequency 
modulation theory, this is equivalent to saying that 
the higher order modulation components are in
significant compared to the fundamental 
modulating frequency. For nearly all high quality 
sources, this is a good assumption. Given this 
assumption, �f) can be related to ¥f). From small 
angle modulation theory: 

�If)� [�peak]' 
2 11Hz BW) 

r14+rmsl ' 
� L 2 J 11 Hz BW) 

� 
S�If) 

2 
Another common expression, signal to phase 

noise ratio, is the rms value of the phase noise 
sidebands in a specified bandwidth about the carrier 
with respect to the carrier power. A commonly used 
bandwidth is 30kHz centered on the carrier ex
cluding ± 1 Hz around the carrier. This expression is 
convenient because it yields a single number but it is 
not as informative as a spectral density. 

Frequency stability is also defined in the time 
domain with a sample variance known as the Allan 
variance. The expression is usually simplified to: 

QI(T) =(Yk+1-Yk)l y 2 

h f( .--,' k:...:+-,T)_-_�,--I '-,-k ) w ere Yk = -
2n \/0 T 

T= repetition interval 
This measurement is usuaJJy made with a 

counter system and is particularly useful because a 
transformation to the frequency domain yields data 
closer to the carrier than possible with most current
ly available frequency analyzers. A description of 
the transformation can be found in Reference 3. 



Chapter 4 

Measurement of phase noise sidebands would 
be simple if spectrum analyzers had dynamic ranges 
of 160dB and 1 Hz bandwidths useable in the GHz 
region. All measurements could then be made at the 
primary frequency of the source. However, equip-
ment with this performance does not exist and so 
alternate techniques must be used. This chapter 
describes the RF spectrum measurement and two 
alternatives: frequency discrimination and Quadra
ture phase detection. 

As mentioned before, the sidebands of a signal 
may represent both AM and PM. Asymmetry in the 
sidebands is an indication that both AM and PM are 
present. However, in many cases, due to the manner 
in which the signal has been processed. PM 
sidebands are dominant. For example. if a 
reasonably dean synthesized signal is multiplied up 
to be used as a high frequency reference, the phase 
noise sidebands are multiplied by the same factor as 
the frequency while the AM sidebands are not 
changed or are limited. In this case, direct RF spec
trum measurements at the multiplied frequency are 
a good approximation of the phase noise sidebands. 
The sidebands, when corrected and normalized to 
the carrier powers, represent !he�f) spectral density 
described in Chapter 3. 

One way to achieve better resolution is to 
translate the signal down in frequency to the range 
of an analyzer with the desired IF bandwidth. Figure 
5 shows a typical setup using a doubly balanced 
mixer and a low pass filter. One of the advantages of 
this technique is that AM sidebands on the 
measured signal will be stripped off if it is to be used 
as the high level signal at the mixer. Two potential 
problems must be considered as welL First, the dif
ference frequency will contain sidebands which are 

10 -� �l-----il ,I f---- ID 
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Figure 5. Sideband Translation 
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folded up from below zero frequency. Whether or 
not the sidebands are significant depends on the 
nature of the particular source being measured. The 
second problem is that phase noise sidebands from 
the reference frequency at the mixer will also be 
translated down. This problem is avoided by using a 
source with better phase noise specifications than 
the one being tested. 

The only way to solve the problem of measur
ing sidebands which are beyond the dynamic range 
of the analyzer is to eliminate the carrier frequency. 
One way to do that is with a frequency discriminator 
as shown in Figure 6. It is necessary to check the 
linearity of the discriminator over the frequency 
range of interest to insure that the calibration factor 
is constant. For microwave frequencies, the cavity 
discriminator is particularly useful for this type of 
measurement. Additional information on this type 
of measurement is contained in Reference number 

1. 

Frequency Selective �r ______ D�;c:5�tO_' ____
_ 

A� 
1 S,,(f) �-K' Sv (I) F rms 

where KF = discriminator sensitivity in volt I Hz 

Figure 6. Frequency Discrimination 
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Figure 7, Heterodyne 
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Perhaps the most versatile setup (Figure 7) is a 

doubly balanced mixer with the unknown source 
and reference source set in phase quadrature (90°) 
at the input. At Quadrature, the difference frequency 
is zero hertz and the average voltage output is zero 
volts. For phase fluctuations «1 radian the voltage 
fluctuations at the mixer output are related to the 
phase fluctuations by the equation: 

� _ CC 
K 

where K = calibration factor in volts/radian 
The system is easily calibrated by offsetting 

one of the sources and observing the resultant beat 
signal on an oscilloscope. The slope at the zero 
crossing in volts/radian is K and for sinusoidal beat 
signals (harmonics <40 dB) is equal to the peak 
voltage of the signal. The beat signal as viewed on 
an analyzer is the rms value and so is 3dB less than 
the peak. In terms of the ratio of the sideband 
voltage to the beat signal voltage: 

10 log,o (54)(1)) = Vs - (VB + 3dB) 
10 log,o (>1'[1)) = Vs - (VB + 3dB) - 3dB 4>(1)«1 
where Vs = sideband voltage in dBV corrected 

for bandwidth and analyzer 
characteristics 

VB = beat signal rms level in dBV 

The underlying assumption so far is that the 
reference source has much lower phase noise than 
the unknown source. For state of the art sources, it is 
possible to compare two "identical" sources and 
assume that the phase noise of either one is 3dB less 
than the measured values. Measurement of various 
combinations of pairs of "identical" sources will test 
this assumption. 

Often the long-term stability of sources is not 
sufficient for a quadrature phase relationship to be 
held during the measurement period. If this is the 
case, one of the sources must be adjusted peri
odically. A phase lock loop as shown in Figure 8 may 
be used if one or both of the sources have a voltage 
control for small frequency adjustments. In order to 
retain a constant relationship between phase and 
voltage fluctuations, the low frequency cutoff of the 
phase lock loop must be below the lowest frequency 
to be analyzed. If the breakpoint is moved out by 
adding gain in the loop, the voltage fluctuations at 
frequencies below the breakpoint will represent fre
quency fluctuations. Calibration using the phase 
lock setup is done by disconnecting the feedback 
voltage and observing the beat signal as before. 
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The following example of phase noise analysis 
of a 10MHz synthesized source shows how the HP 
3585A Spectrum Analyzer and a controller such as 
the HP 9845T Desktop Computer can be used to 
make automated measurements. The basic setup is 
the phase locked heterodyne circuit shown in Figure 
9. 

unknown 
Source 

Adjusuble 
BiuVolule 

10.8 Volts 

Figure 9. Example Setup 

Computer 

Although the HP 3585A can be used in the con
ventional spectrum analysis mode for phase noise 
measurements, there are several limitations. The 
most obvious is that the linear frequency sweep 
does not provide sufficient frequency resolution in a 
single sweep over the several decades of frequency 
coverage usually desired. In addition, the video 
filtering which is required to reduce the variance of 
the input voltage fluctuations results in very long 
sweep times. These limitations can be overcome by 
programming the HP 3585A to make spot measure
ments at logarithmically spaced frequencies using 
only enough points for the resolution desired. When 
making noise measurements with any general pur
pose spectrum analyzer, error correction and band
width normalization must be applied to obtain an 



accurate measurement; however, with the 3585A it 
is not necessary when the noise level function is us
ed with the marker display. Not only is the correc
tion and normalization performed automatically but 
the signal is measured 100 times and digitally 
averaged to reduce the variance of the final reading. 
All these features greatly simplify writing a program 
for automated phase noise measurements. 

Using a versatile controller such as the HP 
9845T Desktop Computer with BASIC language pro
vides the user with more than just automated 
measurements over the HP-IB interface bus. The en
tire phase noise measurement procedure can be in
tegrated into a program which guides the operator 
from measurement calibration to hard copy output 
of final results. The software listing included here is 
an example of a general purpose program which can 
be used without changes for most phase noise 
measurements. It can be easily streamlined by 
deleting the portions which do not apply to a par
ticular measurement application. 

There are four parts (subprograms) to the pro
gram which must be run in sequence for complete 
measurement results. However, it is not necessary to 
go back to the beginning to repeat any of the four 
subprograms. The first part, called CALIBRATE, 
guides the operator through the steps for 
establishing the system calibration in terms of 
volts/radian of phase change. The calibration factor 
can be entered by the operator for either a frequen
cy discrimination set up or a quadrature phase 
detection set up. If the beat frequency signal from a 
quad detection set up is a reasonably good sinewave 
(harmonics less than - 3OdB) the level can be 
measured by the analyzer and used as a reference. 
The zero crossing slope is computed from the 
measurement and printed out so that the beat fre
quency signal level need not be measured each time 
the program is run with the same set up. The sub
program also accounts for any external preampli
fication which may be necessary to increase 
measurement sensitivity. 

The SET UP subprogram allows the operator to 
specify the frequency range of interest and the spac
ing and number of frequency points. Log frequency 
steps are normally used to cover a wide frequency 
range with constant percentage resolution at each 
frequency. Usually 10.20 steps per decade provides 
adequate resolution for determining the shape of 
the phase noise spectral density curve. Linear fre
quency steps are useful for narrow frequency 
ranges, particularly if harmonic relationships of 
deterministic signals are being examined. 
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The MEASURE subprogram computes the fre
quency points according to the data from the 
previous inputs, selects an appropriate resolution 
bandwidth and makes the noise level measure
ments. Measurements at frequencies below 1000Hz 
require the 3Hz resolution bandwidth to adequately 
resolve power line harmonics and other deter
ministic signals which are often closely spaced at 
low frequencies. The disadvantage of using the 3Hz 
bandwidth is that it takes approximately 32 seconds 
to complete each measurement. Between 1 kHz and 
10kHz, the 30Hz resolution bandwidth is used to 
reduce the measurement time to 3 seconds. Above 
10kHz where frequency resolution is not as impor
tant, the 1 kHz bandwidth is used to make measure
ments in less than 500 milliseconds. Wider band
widths would not speed the total measurement se
quence appreciably due to the I/O time required for 
frequency programming and measurement data 
transfer. 

The user should be aware that the measured 
amplitude of deterministic signals will not be ac
curate using the noise level function because of the 
bandwidth normalization and detector correction 
factors used. The correct level can be obtained by 
applying the following corrections: 

Frequency 

20Hz to 999Hz (3Hz BW) 
1kHz to 9.999kHz (30Hz SW) 
10kHz to 40MHz (1kHz BW) 

Add to 
Reading 

2.7 dB 
12.7 dB 
27.9 dB 

If there are many deterministic signals in a side
band spectral density plot, it might be simpler to 
turn off the noise level function (delete Nll in line 
570) and make a separate plot which will show the 
true amplitude of the deterministic signals but not 
the broad band noise level. 

The PLOT routine provides a choice of 
amplitude scale for the frequency range already 
determined in the SET UP routine. The log frequen
cy scale is labeled at decade increments whereas the 
linear scale is labeled at the end points. There is a 
great deal of flexibility here for the creative pro
grammer to customize the PLOT routine for his par
ticular needs. Using the relationships described 
earlier, the plot can be made in terms of SY{f) or Sy{f) 
rather than�f) as in the example software. Anotner 
variation might be a GO/NO GO limit test routine 
for production testing instead of a plot routine. 



This program is suitable for both quadrature 
detection and frequency discrimination setups. The 
only basic difference is the system sensitivity 
calibration factor which must be measured with 
other equipment Once that calibration factor is 
measured, it can be treated as a constant until the 
setup configuration changes. The baseband frequen
cy measurements are made at spot frequencies with 
the choice of logarithmic or linear frequency spac4 
ing. The plot routine uses the frequency axis covered 
by the measurement routine but allows the operator 
to choose the amplitude scale, depending on the 
need. To simplify operator interaction, the expected 
alphanumeric responses have been underlined in the � INPUP statements. 

The CAU BRA TE routine first takes care of the 
overhead involved with defining a memory array, 
putting the analyzer in remote and resetting its con
trols. The operator then inputs the appropriate con
stant for the setup being used. This part of the pro
gram could be further automated, although more 
easily for quadrature detection than for frequency 

discrimination. For example, the zero crossing slope 
of the beat signal from the unlocked quadrature 
phase detector is the same as the peak voltage if the 
signal is a reasonable good sine wave (harmonic <30 
dB). 

It is possible to expand the program capability 
to search for the beat signal, measure the harmonics 
to check the previous assumption; then, if it is met, 
measure the signal level and add 3dB to obtain the 
required constant. 

The frequency discriminator case would re
quire measuring the output of the discriminator with 
intentional sine wave modulation on the carrier at a 
known frequency and Bessel null. The constant is 
calculated from the values of the modulation index, 
the modulating frequency and the measured voltage 
(see Reference No. 1). With a programmable RF 
switch, it would also be possible to switch external 
preamplification in and out to automatically meas
ure its gain. The final output statement sets up the 
HP 3S8SA for autoranging to the correct input level 
while the next routine is being exercised. 

DISP "HP 3585R 98458 PHASE IIOISE MEASUREMEHT ROUTII1E. 
PRU�·E 

F"F;E:::S cOin TO GO." 

! CAll BRRTE ! 
ItHEGER R(1001) 
Rn=713 

I Ito::f;n.;-�. d "t ::.. ';'I'r' "':). 

! Defino::s .;.n"ly=e,' addr'�ss. 
REI'lOTE Hr·, 

70 LOCAL LOCKOUT 7 
F:E:::ET Rn 

IHPUT "ARE VDU USING QUAD ItETE(TION OR 
IF 11$[I,l)="Q" THEtl (.!ll.;.d 

! Ppeset an.;.ly=er 
2,I':;CRI1'1II·1ATIOt! ?",A"f 

813 
90 
lOO 
11 ;) 1 HPIJT "1·!HAT 1 S THE D I SCR I r'l J tlATOR COtl'HANT (HERTZ/ ..... OL T P", H 
120 GOTO Pt'e 

contp,:>\" .. 

INPUT "WHAT IS THE BEAT SIGtlAL ZERO CROSSING SLOPE [VOLTS/RAIt]?", ..... 
140 R=20.LGTC ..... )-3 ! Converts .;-ntry to log. 
150 ItISP "SET THE SOURCES TO QUADRATURE, THEN PRESS CONT." 

160 PAUSE 
170 Pre: INPUT "ARE YOU US I NG A PREAMP (YES OR UO)?",BS 

180 IF B$[I, II="N" THEN Ipt 

190 ItiPUT "\·lHAT IS THE GAIII OF THE PREAf'1F' (DE:) ?",G 

20(1 11:,1 .. : nr::·p "COtH-lEeT THE ::;IG�lAL TO THE I r'lEGi)Hr'l ItIPUT I THEt� PF.:E::::S COtIT." 

210 OUTPUT An;»II RL DV" ! Selects 1 Megohm inplrt, 
22�3 ! & d[:v I'efet'€"f)c€" level. 
230 PAUSE 

The SETUP routine is intended for fast, flexible, 
baseband frequency coverage through the use of 
spot frequency measurements at logarithmic or linear 
spacings. The disadvantage is that discrete spurious 
signals may distort the curve drawn through the 
measurement data or that significant deviations 
from the interpolated curve may be missed if the 
spacing is too wide. It is, therefore, advisable during 
the initial stages of testing to make at least one 
measurement with a large number of steps to obtain 
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more detail. 
Large, discrete, spurious signals can be ob

served on the analyzer CRT following the comple
tion of the single sweep initiated in the latter part of 
this routine. However, because the internal sweep is 
limited to a linear sweep, the frequency resolution 
will be quite limited on the low end if a wide fre
quency range has been chosen. This problem is over
come by using the lOC stepped frequency option of 
the routine. 



! SETUP ! 240 
250 
26(1 
270 
280 
290 
801) 
310 

HlPUT "UHAT IS THE START FREQUEIlCY [HZJ?", Fl 
HIF'UT "�IHAT IS THE STOP FREQUEtlCY (HZJ?"! F2 
INPUT "DO YOU WANT LOG OR L!tIEAR FREQUENCY STEPS ?",DS 
INPUT "HOW MANY STEPS (1000 MAX) ?" ,8 

IMAGE "ARO 52 FB",8D,"HZ FA",SD, "HZ CA $2" TlH'n$ ir1pllt- a'.nor,at1gin9 
off, $�t-£ singl� s�'��p. 

82,) 
330 OUTPUT An USING 290;F2,Fl 
3413 :::t.,.: OUTPUT Ar,j "D'; T4" 
858 
360 IF BIT(READBIII(An�.7)=1 THEII St. 

The actual measurements made during the 
MEASURE routines are at spot frequencies in the 
MANUAL sweep and NOISE LEVEl modes of the 
analyzer. There is no need to correct for analyzer 
detection characteristics or resolution bandwidth in 
the routine because that is done internally to the 
analyzer. The resolution bandwidth selection por· 
tion of the routine is intended to provide sufficient 
resolution for power line related spurious signals at 
frequencies up 1 kHz then increase the resolution 

370 
380 
3":11) 
400 
410 
42.) 
430 
4.;0 
450 

1 r'lEA$URE 
DI2P "MEASUREMErIT$ III PROGRESS." 
FIY.tD (I 
OUTPUT An;"S3 NLI" 

I: I =0 
FOR 1=0 TO S 
IF DS(l,2]:"LI" THE!1 Lrn 
F=FI+IO'«lGT(F2)-LGT(FI» �I/S) 

460 GOTO Bdw 
470 Lin: F=FI7I*(F2-Fl)/$ 

480 E:'j ..... : B='3 
4�O IF F(1000 THEN Beb 
500 B=30 
51� IF FCIE4 THEN Beb 
'5�(1 B= 1 0(1(1 
'530 r:'::b: IF B=Bl THEtr Frq 
54(1 

550 Bl:.f: 
�'':':) Hlti'':;E ";oE:", 4D. "HZ" 
570 OUTFUT tin US!tIG 5�O;B 
580 F,'q: rr1AGE "'::.3", 3D. "H: FA tC 1)1 T5" 
5?O OUTPUT �n USING 580;F 
';0(' 
01(1 
620 
6 ��) 
�4.) 
i-50 
0';') 

ENTE': Mn:X 
A{ r ,=i(-G-R-'; 

!F F1H!.ll="Q" THEtl h·t
A(!'=X-G�20�lGT(H/F)-3 

';;-1.1 Pr:: PPltlT F,A(!} 
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! loads stOp � st "rt f'rEq, 
! clears trac� & startS 
1 ::;.i '·'gl ... ::. ..... eep. 
! Sets , trigg�r� statU$ 

! w·:·rd [·llt-P'.lt. 
! Checks status bit 7. 

bandwidth at higher frequencies to improve meas· 
urement speed. The frequency breakpoints or reso
lution bandwidths can be easily modified by the user 
because the analyzer automatically allows for the 
proper amount of settling time for an accurate 
measurement. Although L(f) is the most common ex· 
press ion for phase noise. it is by no means the only 
one possible for this routine. However, be sure that 
the calibration factor units correspond with the ex· 
press ion being computed. 

! Set::;. m.:.n'J41 fr'eqller"cy 
! �: and noia� level model. 

R ... s bandwidth variabl .... 

! C.lulat�l log frEquEncy. 

! C",lc' .• I",!,.;'s lin.::,.r' fr· ... q. 
1 S€l .... :t:! 8, 30, ':>1' 1(100 

H ... rt= r�s barld'Jldrh d�
! pending Oil fr�qu ... ncy. 

S�l pa ri'i t".., Co'.I1Ptlt if 
! r"lC' .: hatl';!':. 

OutP'.I'.:: I,.;,.nu.a.l fr.:'q' .• ell.:v 
! � trigg.:rl ��aaur.;��nt. 

En�.r:! �"'''Stlr��.;nt d�r �. 
Co�pUI.� le f) for qtl:.d 

! de� t :=.tOI';:$ in 3.,'r:'l.�. 

! Co�putel l(i) for f ... .::q 
di':'c" r" rs. £.t,jl'E'l i" arl',,·,). 



Although the PLOT routine has more lines than 
the rest, it can be greatly simplified by removing the 
labeling and axis portions. For repetitive production 
measurements, it is much faster to use preprinted 
plotter paper and output the data directly to a 
digital plotter. The individual data points are not 

6'�(1 1 PLOT 

connected with a smooth curve intentionally to 
point out that the data is accurate only for each spot 
frequency and that assumptions about phase noise 
levels between the points cannot be made unless 
more data points have been taken to establish the 
absence of spurious responses. 

70� INPUT "WHAT IS TOP OF VERTICAL SCALE- YMAX [DBJ?d,Y2 
710 INPUT �WHAT IS BOTTOM OF VERTICAL SCALE- YMllt [DB)?",YI 
720 PLOTTER IS "GRAPHICS� 
730 
741) 
750 

GRAPHICS 
l'lOVE 12,":'7 
LAE:EL "S!t�GLE SI DEBAI·HI PHASE llOISE 

76(\ LOCATE 10 � 12(1� 15,95 
770 FRArlE 
78(1 LDIR PI/2 
790 
800 
810 
820 

S.3a 
840 
850 

860 

LOPG 8 
IF D�(1,2J="LO" THElt Log 
SCALE 0,S,Yl,Y2 
GRID S/10,10,0,Yl 
l·l0VE 0,'1'1 
LABEL USItlG " K X"jFI 
r·l0VE S,Yl 
LABEL USING " K X�;F2 

870 GOTD Yax 
88(1 Log: SCALE LGT(Fl),LGT(F2),YI,Y2 
890 GRID 1,10,0,'1'1 
900 FOR 1=lllT(LGT(Fl» TO ItlT(LGT<F2» 
910 MOVE 1,'1'1 
9;;:0 LABEL USIlIG "DEX"j 10"1 
930 l·tEXT I 
94C� �'""')c LDIR I) 
958 SCALE 0�S,YI,Y2 
960 FOR 1='1'1 TO Y2 STEP 10 

970 )'101.lE 0, I 

980 LABEL USING "KX"; I 
'3·;'0 l·tniT I 
1000 Pl�: LORG 5 
1010 LIItE TYPE I 
11)20 CSIZE 2.3 
1030 MOVE O,ACO) 
1040 FOR 1:0 TO S 
1(51) DRAt! [�A,'I) 
10';·(1 LA.E:EL USHtG "I<" j "}�" 
11)70 �10VE I,A(I> 
11):;:lj IlEXT I 

! Dr-aws leg fr'eq axis. 

Dr-aw$ ampl axis. 

! Efld 1 Eo.b .. ·l pc.ut i no;: . 
! Plot da�� pelltine . 

1090 LOC�L A n ! Set s an�lyzer to lo�al. 
111)0 EIHl 
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The program included for the HP 85 Personal 
Computer is essentially the same as the HP 9845T 
program except that it has been abbreviated slightly, 
particularly in the INPUT statements and the PLOT 
routine. Due to the limited resolution of the CRT, 
the grid lines have been deleted and the axes are 
drawn right to the limits of the screen, Consequent
ly, the axes labeling was dropped because of the 

10 DISP " t PH8SE NOISE ROUT 
I NE ;: (PF;E.SS COl'n T 
(I START)" 

2(1 PAltSt: 
30 ! "CAL" 
40 INTEGER A�25�) 
:.�, Ai=?l:!: 

t,O Rt:r'lOTE I'll 
"11�' (:LEAt=� 7 
8� OISP "QU�O OEl OR OISCRIM"; 

9(;1 nWtl"l fl! 
10t1 I�' A$[I, lJ="Q" THEN 141) 
110 OISP "OISCP1M COtlSTANT (V/HZ 

) " ; 
12tl II-IPCIT H 
13�1 GOTO 19(1 
140 DIBP " B EA T SIGNAL SLOPE �V/R 

1'10)" ; 
1.50 "[ 1>1PUT I,} 
160 R=20*LGr(V)-3 

1712:1 OISP ":::ET I)UftO, THEi'l cOI·n." 
180 PAU::,F. 
1 SII} G�0 
2e0 DISP :'PREAMP"; 
210 HlFUT 8:f. 
2.2(1 iF 81[1,1]="N" THEN 2��j 
230 orsp "GAIN (08)"; 
2412:1 I t·IPUT G 

250 orsp "CONNECT SIGNAL TO 1 MO 
Ht·1 HlPUT, THEt·j CONT." 

261:' OUTF'UT HI ; 11 I 1 RL O�)" 
2(1) F'F,USE 
280 ! :::ETUP ! 
2?0 DIS? "START FREQUENCY (HZ'''; 
30(1 1 �lF'UT F 1 
310 orsp "STOP FREOUENCY (HZ)"; 
3.:0 1 t-iF'UT F2 
J30 OISP "LOG OR LINEAR STEPS " ; 
�4�.1 i l·lF'U·' [11· 
350 DISP "NUMS�R OF STEPS" ; 
.;:';121 1 tlF'UT .:; 
3?� IMAGE "ARD 82 FB" .80,"HZ FA" 

, :?'O, "HZ CA :32" 
380 OIJTPUr Al USING 370 , F2,F! 
3Q0 OuTPUr �l ,"06 T4" 
41jlj HIAGE :it, B 

410 ENTER Al USING 400 ; SI 
42� IF 8IT{Si,;-'=1 THEN 390 

..;. 3;) ! f'lEASURE • 
44� O[SP "MEASUReMENTs IN PROGRE 

,�� " -' -' 
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lack of space. Also. since it is more difficult to 
precisely locate the center of a label using the HP 
85, the point plotting was replaced by a continuous 
line drawn between the data points. Remember, 
however, that this does not mean that the line 
necessarily represents the level of phase noise which 
actually exists between the points, More points 
should be used to verify the actual level. 

45(1 OUTPUT Al . "S3 IIL1" 
<l';0 f::! =(1 
4713 FOR i ::Ij TO :-:: 

480 I� QS[I,2J="LI" THEN 510 
498 F=Ftt10A(',LGTtF2'-LGT(Fl)ltI 

501;) COi (I 5.21Z1 
5tB F=::1+Jt.:'F2-Ftl/::. 

530 IF F<lee� ¥HEli 580 
541:' 8=30 
551) IF F < 11?10�l1J THEtI 580 
56(1 8=IBlZtt"l 
�70 if 8=81 T!iEt� 610 
58(1 81=i::: 

:U1) lr'lfiGE "F:8", 40, 10HZ" 
';0� OUTP0T 8] USING 590 • B 
610 H1HGE "8:3".,::::0, "HZ FA HZ DJ T 

�. " .. ' 
I; 2 !i.l CIU1PUT Al USI!�G 610 ; F 
(31) Et·nER ril j �: 
63� If AS[l,lJ="O" THEN 660 
'40 A(I)=X-L-R-� 
650 GO TO 1;;":70 

�60 A(I)=X-G+20*LGTCH/F)-3 
67� PRINT USING "3DC30C3D,7X,40" 

; F.,A(I) 
68(1 t·IEXT I 
690 PRINT USltlG "4/" 
?O�) ! PU)T ! 
710 O ISP "'tMAX (08)" 
"120 11·lf'UT Y:2 
730 OISP "YMIN (08)" 
(41) lt�PUT Y1 
75t1 GCLERF� 
760 SCALE O,100,O,100 

77121 /'l()\..'E 21),90 

780 LABEL "PHASE NOISE OBC/H2" 
790 IF DS[1,2]="LO" THEN 840 
800 SC ALE 0,lee,Yl,Y2 
81171 XAXIS YL ltl 
f:�2€1 '(AXIS �?t, 1£1 
83(1 GOrD :::7�:, 
840 SCALE LGT(Fl),LGT(F2),Yl.Y2 
:;:5(� �<t-'>� i S Y 1 • 1 
::';:60 YAXIS LGTo;.�l), l�J 
87� SCALE IZt.S.Yl,Y2 
:::8(1 FOF: I =1�1 TO S 

8:::0) PLOT 1,A(i) 
901:1 HE�n [ 
9113 E�lO 



Appendix B 

There are a variety of methods for measuring 
phase noise in the frequency domain but the com
mon tool used in all of them is a frequency selective 
analyzer. It is appropriate now to discuss the dif
ferent types of analyzers and the corrections 
necessary for making accurate noise measurements. 

Wave ana/yzers are generally manually tuned 
selective analyzers with meter readout and flat-top. 
steep-sided IF  filters. The tuning range on the low 
end is limited to about 5 times the narrowest IF filter 
available in the instrument. Since the IF filters are 
not ideally rectangular, it is necessary to know the 
equivalent noise bandwidth in order to normalize to 
a 1 Hz bandwidth. For wave analyzers, the equiva
lent noise bandwidths are typically 3 to 10% wider 
than the stated 3dB bandwidth. Since this can vary 
from unit to unit, it is wise to check the actual unit 
by numerical integration of the filter curve to at 
least JOdB down from the top of the filter. 

Nearly all analyzers use an average detector 
calibrated to read the true rms level of a discrete 
Signal in the passband. For white noise, however, the 
meter reading would be 1 .05dB lower than the true 
level. Since the meter may be fluctuating randomly, 
it is necessary to visually average the reading if some 
form of video filtering or meter damping is not 
available. Wave analyzers are most useful where on
ly a relatively few spot measurements are necessary 
to verify a phase noise spectral density. 

Spectrum analyzers are automatically swept 
selective analyzers with a CRT display. The IF filters 
are gaussian shaped for fast settling and rapid 
sweeping. Since the skirts are wider than wave 
analyzers, the equivalent noise bandwidths are 
usually up to 15% more than the 3dB bandwidths. 
Spectrum analyzers have logarithmic I F  amplifier 
gain which amplifies noise peaks less than lower 
values and produces a signal which when average 
detected requires a total of + 2.5dB correction for 
white noise. Video filtering. which is available on 
most spectrum analyzers is useful for reducing the 
amplitude deviation of the spectral density. 

Analyzers which are remotely programmable 
and have digital data output can be used for 
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numerically averaging many readings at  a single fre
quency with software in the controller. I t  is 
necessary, of course, to retain statistical in
dependence of the samples by limiting the repetition 
rate of the readings to the reciprocal of the 
equivalent bandwidth of the IF  filter bandwidth and 
the video filtering bandwidth combined. From 
statistical theory, the confidence in an average is im
proved by the square root of the number of samples. 
For example, the average of 100 samples is 1 0  times 
better than a single sample. 

Amplitude sensitivity is sometimes a problem 
when measuring very low phase noise levels. 
However, there are readily available low noise 
preamps to provide the necessary gain. This addi
tional gain must be removed during calibration but 
it is a small inconvenience. 

To summarize, for wave analyzers, the cor
rected noise power reading in d B  is: 

Noise = Meter Reading + 1 .05 - 1 0  log (Equiv. 
Noise aW) - Preamp Gain 

For spectrum analyzers, it is: 

Noise = CRT display + 2.5 - 1 0  log (Equiv. Noise 
BW) - Preamp Gain 

Remember, however, that all these corrections 
apply only for signals which approximate white 
noise in the IF bandwidth being used. Deterministic 
components are discrete signals which do not re
quire correction factors. Whenever a data point is 
above the adjacent points by several dB, it should 
be checked for discreteness by narrowing the IF  
bandwidth and widening the video filtering. A dis
crete signal will not change level when the IF band
width is narrowed if it is in the center of the pass
band and will fluctuate less than adjacent points 
when the amount of video filtering is reduced. 

The HP 3585A Spectrum Analyzer also requires 
the above correction for noise measurements in the 
standard spectrum analysis mode. However, the 
noise level mode used with the marker readout 
automatically includes the correction and displays 
the amplitude normalized to a 1 Hz bandwidth. 
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